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Abstract: Mechanical testing of arterial tissue can provide unique insights into its behaviour. As measurement and computational techniques
continue to advance, new applications can be discovered that increase the accuracy of characterising tissue behaviour. This review provides an
overview of the general considerations involved in testing arterial tissue and discusses the more commonly employed in vitro techniques used to
assess the mechanical properties of arterial tissue, as well as emerging techniques. The more common methods discussed are uniaxial, planar
biaxial and inflation testing. With the increasing precision and versatility of optical measuring systems and the rising interest in the mechanical
behaviour of vessels with complex geometries and material properties, we also discuss the emerging trend of full-field measurement systems.
Mechanical testing can be combined with bioreactor techniques to characterise the dynamic remodelling of arterial tissue in response to its
mechanical environment. The analysis and characterisation provided by advanced mechanical testing techniques can produce and inform more
accurate surgical simulations, as well as aid in the risk prediction and modelling of pathological conditions.
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Introduction
Cardiovascular disease remains the leading cause of death in
the developed world [1]. There exist many applications of
mechanical engineering, which are relevant to treating
cardiovascular disease. Mechanical engineering techniques
can help predict disease progression, guide surgical
interventions and inform personalised treatment plans. An
understanding of the biomechanical behaviour of vascular
tissue is central to this, and in vitro biomechanical testing
can provide valuable insight. However, there are many
challenges in characterising the behaviour of soft
biomaterials like vascular tissue. These include their highly
non-linear stress–strain relationships, large deformations
under loading, potential heterogeneity and pronounced
anisotropy. While simple mechanical tests can yield insight
into the nature of vascular tissue, more complex methods
are required to accurately characterise its behaviour,
particularly in the case of samples with complex boundary
conditions and irregular geometries. Similarly, methods
capable of accurately assessing local mechanical behaviour
and long-term responses to mechanical conditions are
required to characterise the dynamic mechanical behaviour
of arteries due to vascular remodelling and disease
progression.

Material properties and constitutive equations for arterial
tissue have a wide range of applications in the field. The
ability to model the behaviour of vessels under
physiological and supra-physiological loading conditions
can lead to the design and optimization of therapeutical
interventions, such as modelling stress produced in arterial
clamping [2] and balloon dilation [3]. Similarly, data on the
tensile strength of arterial tissue can be incorporated to
model arterial damage and increase the accuracy of rupture

risk prediction models [4–6], as well as provide models for
other failure mechanisms such as artery buckling [7].
Furthermore, changes in the material properties of the wall
are linked with many pathologic conditions and can be
used to characterise long-term changes in arterial structure
due to active vascular remodelling processes. With
methods capable of assessing the elastic properties of
arteries in vivo emerging [8], relations between material
properties and vascular disease could even be used to infer
disease progression or arterial integrity from in vivo
measurements.

This review aims to provide a summary of the current
approaches, and their relevant experimental design
considerations, to quantifying the biomechanical behaviour
of arterial tissue in vitro. Section 2 describes some general
considerations when testing arterial tissue. Section 3
examines each of the specific biomechanical test methods
typically employed. Finally, in Section 4, we summarise
the field and look ahead to the future.

General Considerations When Testing Arterial
Tissue

When testing biological tissues, there are a number of
common experimental design considerations that must
be taken into account. As this paper is concerned with
in vitro biomechanical testing of arterial samples, effects
peculiar to the in vivo state such as nerve control
responses, neighbouring organs and connective tissue
effects will not be discussed, although their potential
impact should be acknowledged when considering
in vivo behaviour.
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Human tissue

Vascular tissue is composed of three major layers: the
intima, the media and the adventitia. The intima is the
innermost layer and is composed of an endothelial layer of
cells, a sub-endothelial layer and an internal elastic
membrane that separates the intima from the media. The
elastic membrane comprises the bulk of the intima’s
thickness, and in larger arteries, the intima can constitute
a significant proportion of the artery wall’s thickness. As
the arteries become more peripheral, the thickness of the
intimal layer decreases. Due to the thinness of the intimal
layer, it frequently has a negligible effect on the solid
mechanics of the artery. However, it has been shown that
the intimal layer grows gradually throughout the human
lifetime and in aged humans can contribute significantly
to mechanical behaviour [9, 10]. The intimal layer is largely
composed of type I collagen interspersed with smooth
muscle cells. This collagen is distributed at various
orientations, arranged in layers [11].
The media is composed of smooth muscle cells, elastic

fibres and collagen fibres. In larger, elastic arteries –

particularly the aorta – the media layer is divided by
concentric lamellae of elastic fibres, between which are
the smooth muscle cells and collagen fibres [12].
Smooth muscle cells in the media are circumferentially
aligned [11].
The adventitial layer contains fibroblasts and fibrocytes,

as well as a large degree of collagen fibrils. Collagen
orientation is widely dispersed in the adventitia [11],
although its mean alignment is circumferential. Due to this
collagen structure, the adventitia lends considerable
structural strength to the artery, particularly at high
pressures where the large stretch allows the long collagen
fibres to straighten out and bear much of the load. The
adventitia is also surrounded by connective tissue, which is
removed prior to biomechanical testing.
In cases where sections of the arterial vessel are excised

for testing, more accurate data can be obtained via
separation of the component layers and conducting
individual tests upon each, in order to determine stress–
strain relationships specific to each layer [13]. Fung’s
group [14] used bending tests to find the neutral axis
location of the layered aorta and showed the variation in
strain distribution across the thickness of the aorta,
avoiding the need for layer separation. However, in order
to assess stress–strain relationships in across the wall with
common test methods, layer separation is achieved via
carefully peeling each layer from the sample and
separating any connective tissue. After testing,
histological imaging of the samples must be conducted
to ensure that the sample is composed of a single arterial
layer and that no significant damage has occurred,
otherwise the data should be discarded.

Animal models

Investigation of cardiovascular diseases employs a wide
range of animal models, each of which has its own
considerations in designing mechanical testing systems
and protocols. Generally, the most common models of
cardiovascular diseases are mouse, rat, rabbit, swine and
dog animal models [15–17]. At the most basic level, test
devices must be sized appropriately for the intended animal
model and intended sample location. Test protocol should
be designed such that it approximates in vivo loading
conditions. For simple uniaxial and biaxial testing, loading
rates should correspond to the approximate physiological
values, which can be inferred from heart rate and blood
pressure (see Table 1). In the case of inflation-extension or
whole-body tests where it is desirable to reproduce in vivo
conditions, it is necessary to provide an axial stretch to the
vessel. During excision, the artery will spring back to an
unloaded configuration, and thus physiological stretch can
be approximated via

λi ¼ l
lo

(1)

Where lo and l are the lengths in the unloaded and loaded
configurations, respectively, and i is the axial direction.
Axial stretch will vary depending upon the subject from
which the tissue sample is sourced, the type of artery and
the region of that artery from which the sample was taken
– for instance, Han and Fung [18] showed that the axial
stretch varied from 1.2 to 1.5 along canine and porcine
aortas. Physiological data are collated in Table 1, although,
where possible, data should be collected individually. Due
to these differences in mechanical environments, one must
take care when extrapolating from animal studies to human
arteries. Similarly, only the medial and adventitial layers of

Table 1: Physiological values of human and animal models

Source
Heart rate

[10] Pressure Artery Axial stretch

Human 60 120/80mmHg Aorta (1.12–1.30) [11]

Carotid 1.10 [12]

Pig 70–120 150/115mmHg
[14]

Aorta 1.4 (1.2–1.5) [9]

Carotid 1.5 [13]

Renal 1.232 [15]

Dog 70–120 140/70mmHg
[16]

Aorta 1.4 (1.2–1.5) [9]

Carotid 1.72 [17]

Rabbit 180–350 130/65mmHg
[18]

Carotid 1.4 [19]

Mouse 450–750 120/80mmHg
[21]

Aorta 1.4 (1–1.6) [20]

Carotid 1.8 [22]
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animal arteries are mechanically significant, as they do not
display the age-related intimal thickening present in aged
human arteries [9]. Animal models can provide excellent
illustrative data, but one must take care with the application
of constitutive parameters derived from animal tissue tests.

Storage

Between removal from the subject and testing, the sample will
inevitably degrade over time, and thus samples should be
tested as soon as possible to minimise the effects of autolysis.
As immediate testing is not always possible, care must be
taken in selecting an appropriate method for storage. Few
studies have investigated the effects of refrigeration on arterial
tissue – Adham et al. [19] investigated the effects of long-term
(4–31days) refrigeration on the mechanical properties of
thoracic aorta and found only non-significant changes in
tissue stiffness. However, other studies [20] have shown that
refrigeration times between 24 and 48h could significantly
decrease the ultimate stress and Young’s modulus of aortic
tissue. In the same study, Stemper et al. showed no significant
difference between the mechanical behaviours of fresh tissue
and that frozen in Ringer’s solution for up to 3months.
Similarly, Ebenstein et al. [21] found no significant difference
in mechanical behaviour between fresh (<24h) and frozen
samples taken from atherosclerotic plaques when subjected
to nano-indentation. There is a wealth of information on
the effects of cryopreservation techniques on arterial
mechanics, with many studies finding no significant change
in mechanical behaviour between fresh and cryopreserved
samples [19, 22–26]. Other studies have observed an increase
in the stiffness of coronary arteries after freezing and
cryopreservation [27, 28], although Rossett et al. only
observed significant changes in coronary arteries and not
femoral arteries. Conversely, an increase in sample stiffness
after freezing has also been observed [29]. However, many of
these studies employed small sample sizes, or the studies did
not consider the effect of variance between specimens taken
from the same sample or variance between animals.
More recently, O’Leary et al. [30] demonstrated that

porcine aortic tissue samples can be frozen for 1 year
without significantly affecting the mechanical behaviour.
This was a large study and conducted repeated tests on tissue
at time points ranging from 1day to 1 year in order to avoid
errors due to variance between specimens from the same
animal. Whether or not this applies to human tissue needs
to be investigated; however, given the similarities between
porcine and human aortic tissue, it is likely that the findings
apply to human tissue also. Thus, it is recommended that
samples be tested within 24h of removal to avoid any
mechanical degradation. If samples are unable to be tested
within 24h of excision, samples can be frozen and tested
within a year with no significant effect on their mechanical
properties.

Tissue environment

In order to more closely replicate the in vivo environment,
the tissue should ideally be maintained in a bath of
physiological solution such as phosphate saline buffer or
Krebs-Ringer solution and tested at a temperature of 37 °C
[31–34]. It was noted by Fung that allowing the tissue to
dry resulted in a drastic increase in tissue stiffness [35], thus
tissue should be kept moist whenever possible. The majority
of studies have kept samples at either room temperature or
maintained them at 37 °C: as the material properties of some
arterial tissue have been shown to vary with temperature
[36, 37], maintaining arteries at physiological temperature
during testing is preferable. Sample temperature must be
noted if meaningful comparisons are to be made to other
studies.

Pre-conditioning

Pre-conditioning is conducted by subjecting the sample to
a series of loading–unloading cycles, over which the
sample demonstrates a change in stress–strain response.
After a series of cycles, the loading–unloading behaviour
becomes repeatable. While pre-conditioning is widely
regarded as necessary for vascular tissue [38], a standardised
maximum stretch and number of cycles for pre-
conditioning have yet to become widely accepted. It has
been shown that varying the pre-conditioning protocols
can affect the mechanical response of many biological
materials, such as porcine aortic valve [39], spinal cord
[40], bovine pericardium [41] and skin [42]. The effect
pre-conditioning has is largely dependent upon the
maximum strain imposed, with larger strains during pre-
conditioning resulting in a decrease in tissue stiffness [40,
41,43]. Further, it was demonstrated that a long relaxation
time between tests at different strain levels (~24h) resulted
in a ‘reset’ of the material’s behaviour [41]. Thus, the pre-
conditioning protocol should be as similar to the testing
protocol as possible in terms of maximum strain level and
rate, so as not to influence the test data with inconsistent
loading patterns. Similarly, during biaxial pre-
conditioning, the ratio between axial stretches should be
kept consistent with intended test ratios. If multiple tests
are to be carried out on a single specimen, then the pre-
conditioning strain level should be the maximum strain
level intended for testing. Where a maximum strain is
unfeasible, such as when testing tissue until failure, the
maximum pre-conditioning strain level should mimic
physiological conditions, at the same strain rate intended
for testing. A wide range in the number of pre-conditioning
cycles have been reported in the literature, but to ensure
repeatability, 10 cycles should be conducted on the sample
prior to testing, as 10 cycles is more than sufficient to
generate repeatable data [44–47].
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Tissue morphology

The application of microscopy techniques to vascular tissue
can yield valuable insight into the mechanisms behind
tissue behaviour. After mechanical testing, a piece of tissue
is removed from the specimen, fixed in formaldehyde,
embedded in paraffin and sectioned for microscopy. In
other cases, the specimen is imaged under the microscope
during mechanical testing [48]. Various histological stains
can be used to image particular biological components, with
particular emphasis on collagen, elastin and smooth muscle
cells. For instance, haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining
is used for imaging the cellular structure across the arterial
wall [9, 11], which is useful for imaging smooth muscle cell
distribution and orientation. Picrosirius red staining or
Masson’s trichrome staining is applied for imaging collagen
fibres, which has been used to investigate changes in
collagen alignment at different stretch ratios and directions
[6, 49]. Information on collagen fibre orientation and
distribution can be incorporated into developing
constitutive models for arterial tissue [48, 50]. Elastin can
be imaged with Verhoff staining or Miller’s staining [51, 52].
These techniques can also be applied to determine

morphologic changes in diseased tissue in an effort to
explain changes in mechanical behaviour, such as with
intraluminal thrombus [53], aneurysmal tissue [54],
atherosclerotic tissue [51] or carotid plaques [55]. Similarly,
changes in the morphology due to the remodelling of
arterial vessels cultured as per Section 3.5 can be observed
[56–59]. Microscopy is also useful for investigating the
mechanism of failure in arterial tissue by investigating
microstructure at the failure point, such as in calcified tissue
[60] or during dissection [61].

Constitutive modelling

Once data on the loading and deformation of a given
tissue sample have been determined and corresponding
stresses and strains calculated, a constitutive model can
then be fit to the data. The elastic material properties
can be characterised by a strain-energy density function
Ψ , such as the three-dimensional generalised Fung-type
model [62]:

Ψ ¼ 1
2
c exp Qð Þ � 1½ � (2)

Q ¼ b1E
2
θθ þ b2E

2
zz þ b3E

2
rr þ 2b4EθθEzz

þ 2b5EzzErr þ 2b6ErrEθθ þ b7E
2
θz þ b8E

2
rz þ b9E

2
rθ (3)

Where bi, i= (1,…,9) and c are non-dimensional material
parameters derived from fitting the model to the data and
EIJ , I, J= (r, θ, z) are the Green–Lagrange strain tensor
components with reference to cylindrical polar
components. Due to each layer of the arterial wall having

distinct mechanical properties, individual testing of each
layer will yield layer-specific constitutive models, which
can be incorporated into two-layer (or three-layer, in the
case of intimal thickening) arterial wall models. There are a
variety of strain-energy functions that can be used to obtain
the stress–strain relationship, both three-dimensional and
two-dimensional: for an overview of constitutive modelling
with reference to arterial mechanics, there are multiple
reviews of the field [50, 62, 63].

Test Method
Uniaxial extension

This is one of the most common tests to determine the
behaviour of biological material and involves elongating a
rectangular or dumbbell-shaped piece of artery wall tissue
in a single direction, often until failure, and measuring the
gauge length and force in the direction of elongation. The
techniques used to test arterial tissue in this way have
evolved from international industry standards used to test
rubber [64]. Stress in a deformable solid is dependent upon
the geometry, boundary conditions, material properties
and the load applied to the sample. In the case of a statically
determinate system – as is produced in experimental test
regimes – the stress field will be independent of the material
properties. The material properties can then be inferred by
determining a relationship between the calculated stress
and strain values. Thus in experimental testing, the
geometry, boundary conditions and applied load must all
be precisely known in order to determine material
properties. The variables to be measured will be the initial
sample dimensions, displacement during elongation and
force in the direction of elongation. In addition, there are
a number of factors that must be taken into account when
testing arterial tissue, primarily: sample orientation, sample
preparation and pre-conditioning.

Samples are cut into dumbbell-shaped specimens of
uniform width in the gauge region and their dimensions
measured, either mechanically such as with callipers or
optically. The cutting is performed either by using standard
dies for rubber testing [64] or cut manually such that the

gauge length lo≥5:56�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cross sectional area

p
[65]. Marks are

made delimiting the length of the gauge region, in order
for their displacement to be measured during testing. If
there is insufficient tissue to produce dumbbell-shaped
specimens of sufficient length, then simple rectangular
segments can be cut from the sample (Figure 1A) [4].
However, in this case, it cannot be assumed that
deformation will be uniform throughout the central region
and thus an alternative method of analysis is required, as is
discussed below. Even if there is enough tissue for a
dumbbell-shaped specimen, it is recommended to perform
a finite element simulation to ascertain that deformation
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within the gauge region can be assumed uniform. The
average of at least three measurements of thickness and
width for each specimen shall be used to calculate cross-
sectional area. Each specimen is then mounted via flat
clamps at both ends of the specimen, so as to exert a
uniform force over the clamped area. Frequently the flat
surface is lined with sandpaper or cardboard, as this has
been demonstrated to be effective in minimising sample
slippage [66]. Similarly, specially designed clamps with in-
built grip can also be used. Due to the frequent anisotropy
of aortic tissue, it is also necessary to note whether the tissue
strip is longitudinally or circumferentially oriented. The
tissue is then pre-conditioned as described in Section 2.4,
until repeatable mechanical behaviour is observed.
After pre-conditioning, the sample is then subjected to

elongation at a constant rate to a maximum strain, or until
failure. Although the elastic behaviour of arterial tissue
appears to be insensitive to strain rate over physiologic
values [41], the rate at which loading is applied should be
recorded. Strain rate should be chosen depending upon the

aim of the experiment and should mimic the behaviour that
is to be simulated [67]. Displacements are then measured,
either by taking the displacement of the machine head or
gauge region markers, or optically via marker tracking [68]
or digital image correlation techniques [69, 70]. In
processing the data, there emerge two cases – those
specimens which are not of sufficient length such that
deformation cannot be assumed uniform as shown in
Figure 1A and B and those in which deformation can be
assumed uniform within the gauge region, as shown in
Figure 1C and D.

The stretch ratio λx is defined as the derivative of position
xo with respect to the reference position Xo, along the
x-axis:

λx ¼ dxo
dXo

(4)

Thus, in the case of uniform uniaxial deformation, the
stretch ratio can be approximated via Equation [1].

Figure 1: Schematic of uniaixal tension test with coordinate system O(x,y). (A) Reference configuration and (B) deformed configuration with
non-uniform deformation, (C) reference configuration and (D) deformed configuration with uniform deformation in the gauge region
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Strain along the axis of elongation can be calculated as
Green–Lagrange strain (E), defined as

Eii ¼ 1
2

λ2i � 1
� �

(5)

Stress is calculated as the first Piola-Kirchoff stress
(current force normalised by the reference (undeformed)
geometry, P; often called the ‘engineering stress’) or the
Cauchy stress (the current force normalised by the current
(deformed) geometry, σ; often called the ‘true stress’). In
the case of uniform deformation, these stresses are
calculated via

Px ¼ f x
tw

(6)

σx ¼ f xλx
tw

(7)

Where fx is the applied load and t and w are the reference
thickness and width of the specimen in the gauge region,
and Equation [7] is derived from the incompressibility of
vascular tissue [71].
In the case of specimens where the gauge region is not of

sufficient length, deformation can no longer be assumed
uniform (Figure 2). In such cases, a more complex method
of assessing strain than a simple gauge length ratio is
required. As the material’s planes perpendicular to the axis
of elongation do not remain plane during deformation
[72, 73], there exists no simple relation between machine
head displacement and the stretch ratio in the direction

of elongation. Hence, it is recommended that analysis be
conducted by fitting a solution to a finite element model
of the experimental set-up [73]. This has the advantage
of requiring all the same data as collected for specimens
in which uniform deformation can be assumed, but avoids
making assumptions about the deformation behaviour of
the sample.

Although uniaxial test data is insufficient to obtain three-
dimensional constitutive relations, it does provide
comparative data between specimens, such as for assessing
the relative difference between tissues from different regions
or the impact of pathological conditions. Uniaxial tension
testing also provides a simple method of assessing ultimate
tensile strength when tissue is scarce, something more
difficult in other tests due to the nature of gripping
techniques (planar biaxial) or due to a requirement for large
or intact specimens (inflation-extension tests).

Uniaxial ring test
In the case of small animal models (particularly mouse and
rat models) or small arteries like the coronary arteries, a ring
tension test can provide an alternative to the uniaxial strip
test. Test specimens are prepared by cutting the sample into
small ring sections via circumferential cuts. Measurements
are taken of the wall thickness and sample width for at least
three points and the average used to calculate cross-
sectional area. As with uniaxial testing, measurements can
be taken optically or mechanically, such as with callipers.
The ring is then mounted on two parallel pins or wires,
through which the ring is elongated. As with uniaxial
extension testing, the ring sample is pre-loaded and pre-
conditioned until repeatable mechanical behaviour is
evidenced and then (perhaps) loaded until failure.
Generally, strain is calculated by measuring the
displacement between the two pins (see Figure 3) [74, 75].
The stretch ratio in the circumferential direction is most
simply approximated by

λθ ¼ l þ πrw
lo þ πrw

(8)

Where rw is the radius of the pins or wires and l and lo are
the distances between the centre of the pins in the deformed
and undeformed configurations, respectively. This assumes
that strain throughout the ring is uniform, which is only
true if bending effects and friction between the ring and
pins are negligible. Thus, applying a lubricant to the pins
can help mitigate experimental error. Alternatively, an
optical measurement system can be employed to calculate
local displacement, as with uniaxial tension strip tests [68,
76], in which case Equation [4] is used. Strain is then
calculated in the circumferential direction via Equation [5].

Figure 2: Photo of a rectangular sample demonstrating non-
uniform deformation under tension
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Stress can be approximated as per Equation [6] where the
cross-sectional area will be twice the cross-sectional area of
one side of the ring.
Obviously, ring tests require intact arterial segments and

are only able to assess mechanical behaviour in the
circumferential direction, and thus cannot be used to
determine tissue anisotropy. This test method is not widely
used in human studies as uniaxial strip tests are a more
efficient means of collecting one-dimensional data;
however, it is often used for small animal models due to
the difficulty of preparing uniaxial strips from small tissue
specimens (see Figure 4).

Residual strain test

In developing a constitutive model for the arterial wall, it is
necessary to refer to the stress-free configuration of the
artery. Prior to excision, the artery is under stress in two
directions: an axial tension due to tethering and a
circumferential tension within the unloaded arterial wall.
This is evident upon cutting the artery, as when excised,
the artery will spring back to its unloaded configuration.
There is a similar tension in the circumferential direction
that still exists when the sample is free from external
loading [77, 78], which is evidenced by making a cut in

the radial direction of an arterial vessel or ring segment.
The ring will spring back to form a semi-circular segment,
from which the residual strain in the circumferential
direction can be derived.

Assuming that the unloaded arterial segment is in the
stress-free state can lead to a significantly larger stress
gradient across the vessel wall [77, 79–81], peaking at the
intima. It has thus been suggested that residual strains play
a role in redistributing circumferential stresses towards the
load-bearing adventitia [82].

The simplest method for determining residual strains in
an unloaded artery is to optically measure the opening angle
(α) of a cross-section taken from the artery [83, 84]. As the
ring is cut, it opens into a sector, on which the opening
angle is defined as the angle between two radii, each drawn
from the midpoint of the sector to the outer ends of the
sector (see Figure 5). Assuming no deformation in the axial
direction, the circumferential stretch ratio can be calculated
for a point in the vessel wall:

λθ ¼ πr
π � αð ÞR (9)

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2i þ

π � α
π

Ri
2 � R2� �r

(10)

[85]
Where r and R are the radii of points in the wall in the

unloaded and zero-stress states, respectively, and ri and Ri

the internal radii. Alternatively, circumferential stretch can

Figure 3: Schematic of uniaxial tension test for an arterial ring, with
(A) reference configuration and (B) deformed configuration

Figure 4: Photo of an arterial ring under tension
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be estimated via direct measurement of the deformation
[86–88]:

λθ ¼ C
L

(11)

Where C is the circumference in the unloaded state and L is
the arc length of the cut specimen. In both cases, residual
circumferential strain can be calculated via Equation [5].
It has been shown that residual stresses also exist in the

axial direction, as well as varying throughout the arterial
wall [89, 90]. Thus, in order to fully characterise 3D residual
stresses in the vessel wall, it is necessary to investigate
residual stresses in the axial and circumferential directions
in each layer of the vessel wall.
Holzapfel and co-workers [91] conducted a study

wherein a circumferential ring and axial strip were excised
from aortas, then glued pointwise to a cylindrical plastic
tube and placed in a tissue bath to provide load-free
suspension. In the case of the circumferential ring, a
radial cut was made as with determining opening angle,
and the specimens were left in the water bath while
images were taken over 16h. The medial layer was then
removed from the adventitia, as well as the intimal from
the medial layer (due to its increased thickness, and thus
mechanical significance, in aged patients). Each was then
glued to a cylinder and allowed to equilibrate as above,
with images taken after 6h. Pre-stretch due to residual
stresses was calculated as the ratio of the initial length
to unloaded length for both the inner and outer surface
of the vessel wall and each of its associated layers, in both
the circumferential and axial directions. These residual
stresses can then be incorporated into 3D models of
arterial vessels [92, 93].

Planar biaxial test

Uniaxial testing alone is insufficient to provide the data
necessary to fully characterise the sample’s mechanical
behaviour. Since arterial tissue can be considered as
incompressible, and occurs naturally as thin layers of tissue,
planar biaxial testing provides a convenient method of
assessing the mechanical properties of arterial vessels under
loading regimes similar to those experienced in vivo. The
variables to bemeasuredwill be initial specimen dimensions,
displacement of points during testing and axial forces.

Essentially, planar biaxial testing is conducted on a thin
planar sample mounted as a flat square of tissue gripped along
the edges. Squares are cut directly from the vessel wall. Initial
sample dimensions are measured at this point, either
mechanically or optically, as for uniaxial specimens. The
sample is then mounted, either employing flat clamps [94, 95]
or tethers [45, 53, 96–100] along the edges. Clamping is
conducted in a manner similar to uniaxial tension tests,
wherein two flat plates are used to hold an edge in place
and sandpaper, surgical glue or ridged surfaces used to
improve grip. Tethering is achieved by applying tension
through a series of threads perpendicular to the edge,
attached to the specimen via thin hooks or grips, which leave
the specimen’s edges free to expand laterally [41, 101, 102].

While clamping the sample provides a simpler method of
mounting, simulations conducted by Sun et al. [103]
demonstrate that boundary effects will be greater in
clamped specimens, while tethered samples produce only
minimal boundary effects. Clamping can lead to very high
stress concentrations at the clamped site, while reducing
the central area in which edge effects are negligible.
Thus, it is recommended loading be applied via tethers
(Figure 6).

Figure 5: Ring specimen in the (A) zero-stress state and (B) unloaded state. Image reproduced from Rachev and Greenwald [85]
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Loading is applied along each axis and is independently
controlled, allowing for biaxial tests to be conducted at
either constant loading rate or stretch rate while
maintaining a constant force/stretch ratio between the axes.
This also allows for investigation into the effects of variable
ratios between the tension/stretch onmaterial behaviour for
a more complete characterisation of biaxial properties [98–
101,104]. Biaxial testing can also be employed for testing
until failure to examine biaxial failure mechanisms,
although clamps would be required for gripping the
specimen as tethers would induce failure near the gripping
points. Similarly, a cruciform specimen is employed to
concentrate stress in the central region. Shah et al. [105,
106] have employed clamped gripping of a cruciform
specimen in order to conduct high-speed loading until
failure. As the ultimate tensile stress will differ in the
longitudinal and transverse directions [105, 107], biaxial
testing is ideal for assessing ultimate stresses, although
requires significantly more tissue to conduct experiments
due to specimen shape.
Displacement is measured optically (see Figure 7) to

avoid mechanical interference, either by tracking markers
in the central region [41, 53, 98–100,104] or a full-field

method such as electronic speckle pattern interferometry
(ESPI) or digital image correlation (DIC) technique [45,
69, 70,101]. Marker tracking offers the advantage of being
simple and cheaper to set up, with small markers simply
being glued to the specimen and imaged via camera in
order to determine marker point positions. The markers
must be placed so as to avoid the influence of edge effects,
which conservatively will be the central 16% specimen
area [103]. The area free from edge effects can be evaluated
on an individual basis by assessing uniformity of the strain
field as per [45, 108] or finite element modelling [103,
109].

Full-field techniques have the advantage of being able to
assess deformation locally and are thus the preferred
method, with DIC offering the advantage to being
insensitive to vibrations caused by the biaxial test system
[110]. Either way, point positions on the specimen surface
are measured and expressed as coordinates in the (x1, x2)
plane. Force is measured along the axis of applied load with
a load cell.

With undeformed specimen dimensions, point positions
at various time steps and corresponding axial load
measurements, stress and strain values will be calculated.

Figure 6: Schematic of planar biaxial tension test, with coordinate system O(x1,x2), in the (A) reference and (B) deformed configurations

Figure 7: (A) Photo of a biaxially gripped specimen with applied speckle pattern and (B) same image with virtual points for determination of
deformation. Image reproduced from O’Leary et al. [45]
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Subsequent equations are taken from [41]. For a given
planar sample under homogenous deformation, point o
( x1o , x2o , x3o ) along the x1-, x2- and x3-axes can be
approximated by

x1o ¼ λ1X1o þ γ1X2o ;

x2o ¼ λ2X2o þ γ2X1o ; x3o ¼ λ3X3o

(12)

where xio and Xio are the deformed and reference
coordinates, respectively, and λi and γi are the stretch and
shear components, respectively, along axis i, with shear
perpendicular to the plane of tension being negligible
[41]. Thus the resulting deformation gradient tensor F
will be

F ¼
λ1 γ1 0
γ2
0

λ2 0
0 λ3

" #
(13)

Where due to the incompressibility constraint det(F) = 1

λ3 ¼ λ1λ2 � γ1γ2ð Þ�1 (14)

The in-plane Green strain tensor is then calculated via

E ¼ 1
2

FTF � I
� �

(15)

As in many cases, the shear components of deformation
are negligible [53, 98–100,111], the relevant components
of the Green strain tensor is determined by Equation [5].
In general, shear components are very small compared
to normal stresses and can be minimised by proper
preparation of test specimens, by cutting specimens as thin
as possible, utilising at least five tethering points per side
and ensuring the majority of fibres are aligned with one side
of the square specimen [112], which is achieved by optically
examining the specimen and assigning an average fibre
direction.
The first Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor components are

calculated from measured load and initial specimen
dimensions, where fi is the force along axis i, Li the initial
specimen length parallel to axis i and H the average
specimen thickness:

P11 ¼ f 1
HL2

; P22 ¼ f 2
HL1

(16)

with shear stress components and stress perpendicular to
the plane assumed to be negligible [111]. The second Piola-
Kirchoff stress tensor S and Cauchy stress tensor σ are
calculated via

S ¼ F�1P; σ ¼ PFT (17)

Thus in the case of negligible shear components and an
incompressible material, Cauchy stresses can be estimated as

σ11 ¼ f 1λ1
HL2

; σ22 ¼ f 2λ2
HL1

(18)

Zhang et al. [113] developed a generalised method for
analysing shear components in planar biaxial testing, as
the approach described above does not produce accurate
results when shear components are significant. Likewise,
Sommer and co-workers [112] developed a method of
quantifying shear deformations in planar biaxial extension
tests. However, planar biaxial testing is insufficient to fully
characterise the three-dimensional behaviour of an
anisotropic material [111].

Inflation testing

More physiologically meaningful data can be obtained by
preserving the native geometry of the sample and closely
mimicking its in vivo loading conditions during testing,
and for this reason, inflation testing is a commonly utilised
test method [114]. Pressure-inflation testing is an
alternative method of biaxial loading, where force is
applied transmurally and axially. The measured variables
will be the initial sample dimensions, displacement during
testing, transmural pressure and axial force, as well as
torsion when twisting is incorporated. During inflation,
an intact arterial vessel is secured to cannulae at both ends
with suture thread or surgical glue (see Figure 8). Any side
branches are either ligated, or if small enough, can be
sealed with surgical glue.

Loading is applied via stretching in the axial direction to
produce axial load, pumping fluid into the vessel to produce
a transmural load and in the case of multiaxial experiments,
torsion applied via twisting the vessel. Pressure and force
measurements are taken by transducers throughout the
experiment, and vessel geometry is derived through a non-
contact method: frequently, a CCD camera is used for
marker tracking, digital image correlation or measuring
vessel outer diameter. Wall thickness and undeformed
internal and external diameters can be determined from
separating the vessel into slices and optically measuring
vessel dimensions longitudinally along the sample, or
imaging the sample whole via CT scan [115].

During inflation testing, there are three loading
conditions to control – vessel pressure, axial extension
and torsion. The majority of experiments will keep the
arterial vessel straight unless explicitly investigating
the effects of tortuosity [114, 116], with only biaxial
loading applied. Torsion is discussed in more detail in
Section 3.4.1. It is also possible to apply only uniaxial
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loading via inflation by attaching one end to a cannula and
the other to a stopper, such that one end is sealed and the
vessel is able to expand freely in the radial and axial
directions [52, 117].
As it is generally assumed that in vivo the axial stretch and

force will remain independent of internal pressure [118],
experiments will frequently keep the axial stretch constant
while varying the pressure. Axial stretches will vary from
λz = 1.0�1.6, depending on the subject from which the
tissue is sourced (see Section 2.1), as well as the type of artery
and region from which the sample was taken. It is suggested
that testing be conducted over a range of axial stretches in
order to investigate the effect of axial stretch on the
response to pressure loading, testing under no-load
conditions (λz = 1.0), sub-physiological, physiological and
supra-physiological conditions, with physiological stretch
taken from the literature (see Table 1) or measured directly

during excision, if possible. Pressure can be increased
stepwise, taking measurements at each pressure interval
[86, 119, 120], at a constant rate [51, 121–123], or be
controlled to mimic physiologic pressure behaviour [124,
125]. In addition to variable pressure data, the pressure can
be held constant and axial stretch varied [48, 126]. Position
measurements are taken either as simply the diameter of the
vessel, if it is assumed the vessel is a perfect cylindrical tube,
and strain will be homogenous in the gauge region, which is
not applicable for many vessels. If local displacements are to
be measured, either via marker tracking [127] or digital
image correlation techniques, it is necessary to utilise an
imaging system capable of three-dimensional analysis, as
shall be discussed in Section 3.4.2 [121]. Inflation testing
is, of course, limited to whole vessels, and is well suited to
animal studies or human autopsy studies where vessels can
be excised whole, as well as tissue sourced from surgical
procedures involving whole vessel extraction, such as the
excision of peripheral arteries.

It is frequently assumed that for inflating arterial vessels at
constant length, the specimen is cylindrical and radially
inhomogeneous, and deformation can be expressed by

r ¼ r Rð Þ; θ ¼ Θ; z ¼ λzZ (19)

Where (R, Θ, Z) and (r, θ, z) are the cylindrical polar
coordinates in the reference and deformed configurations,
respectively. The deformed radius can be expressed as a
function of the initial geometry, reference radial coordinate
R and axial stretch λz due to the incompressibility
constraint:

r2 ¼ a2 þ λ�1z R2 � A2� �
(20)

Where a and A are the internal radii of the deformed and
reference configurations, respectively [62]. Axial stretch is
approximated as per Equation [1], with the length being
the total length of the mounted specimen. Points are either
measured on the surface of the vessel or merely outer
diameter is recorded. Point coordinates are taken as (x, z)
and (X, Z) coordinates, where x and z are the two-
dimensional coordinates provided by the imaging system,
which are then mapped to their corresponding polar
coordinates on the surface of the vessel. Approximating
deformation in the (x, z) coordinate system as a linear
polynomial and determining the deformation gradient F
and Green strain tensor E as per Equations [13] and [15],
assuming the deformation is given by [12], will yield
Equation [5], with λr ¼ r

R and λz ¼ z
Z . Under these

assumptions, values for stretch will be independent of
location within the gauge region of the vessel, and
measurements of external diameter and axial length in
addition to undeformed sample geometry are sufficient to

Figure 8: Schematic of inflation-extension test for a cylindrical
vessel, in (A) the reference configuration and (B) the deformed
configuration
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determine the strain values. Frequently, vessels are assumed
to be a thin-walled vessel and thus stress calculated
according to the Laplace equation [122, 123, 126, 128, 129]:

σθθ ¼ p
r
t
� 1

� �
(21)

Where p is the pressure and t is the deformed wall
thickness.
However, many samples (particularly those of clinical

interest) will be inhomogeneous, thick-walled, anisotropic
materials, for which neither Laplace’s law nor deformation
of the form in [19] will hold true. As noted in [121],
circumflex coronary arteries will bend and twist during
inflation, introducing torsional and shear components even
when the artery is kept straight. It has also been noted that
some arteries will experience bending and twisting in vivo
[130]. Furthermore, arteries can demonstrate buckling
behaviour under high lumen pressure or under torsion [7].
Non-cylindrical geometries and ligated branches will also
produce spatial variation of the deformation gradient. While
these types of analyses are very complicated, the addition of
a torsional component into pressure-inflation testing
regimes can provide insight into artery behaviour under
three-dimensional loading. Likewise, incorporating whole-
body three-dimensional position analysis allows for spatial
variation in deformations to be accounted for, which can
give insight into the behaviour of heterogeneous, irregularly
shaped samples.

Torsion testing
Adding a third component to biaxial inflation-extension
testing in the form of torque allows for an analysis of the
shear properties of arterial vessels. The experimental set-up
for torsion testing is the same as for pressure-inflation tests,
with the addition of a rotation motor and torque transducer
at one end of the vessel. One end of the vessel is rotated by
an angle θ to induce a twist in the vessel, while pressure and
extension of the vessel are hold constant. This twist is
repeated at variable pressures and extensions. The angle of
twist θ and twist torque T are recorded and used to derive
the shear modulus, which has been determined for pig
coronary arteries [131] and rat aortas [132]. The average
shear stress in the vessel wall σθz will be given by Zhang
et al. [131]:

σθz ¼ Grθ
L

(22)

Where L is the vessel length, r is the radius, θ is the
current vessel twist and G is the shear modulus. A relation
between the measured torque and the shear modulus is
given by

T ¼ GJ
θ
L
; (23)

J ¼ π
2

r4o � r4i
� �

(24)

Where ro and ri are the outer and inner radii of the vessel
wall, respectively. The shear modulus can then be
incorporated into a strain-energy model: for instance, Van
Epps and Vorp [133] modified a Fung-type exponential
model with the inclusion of a strain parameter to account
for vessels under torsion.

Whole-body measurement
Many clinically relevant studies involve irregular
geometries, including aneurysms, stenotic arteries and areas
with branching or bifurcations. In addition, while the data
obtained by focusing on simplified geometries is suitable
for determining material properties of a homogenous
sample, the analysis of tissue with potentially
heterogeneous material properties requires a method
capable of determining local stresses and strains. Arterial
tissue, particularly diseased tissue, can exhibit pronounced
heterogeneity: for example, due to the presence of plaque
[134], hypoxia due to build-up of intraluminal thrombus
[54, 135] and macro or micro calcified regions of tissue
[60]. Similarly, the active remodelling of vascular tissue in
response to its mechanical environment can lead to local
variations in material properties [136]. Thus, there is a need
for methods capable of preserving native sample geometry
as well as measuring local deformations.

Whole-body measurement systems utilise a combined
experimental-numerical approach, wherein three-dimen-
sional surface positions are obtained for a specimen and used
to calculate strains, while wall stress is determined via
computational modelling techniques. From this, the local
material properties are generated via fitting a solution to the
finite element simulation. Samples are excised in whole, side
branches ligated andmounted upon cannulae as per inflation
testing, although branched or bifurcated vessels will require
specially constructed mounts that they can be set-up in their
in vivo geometries. Force measurements at the boundaries and
pressure measurements are taken as for cylindrical inflation
tests, and wall thickness across the specimen measured after
testing by dissection and imaging of the sample.

Measurements of deformations are obtained via a non-
contacting method such as a biplane video system, whereby
marker locations are tracked in 2D images and extrapolated
into 3D positions. This method has been used for obtaining
regional strain fields for a wide range of vessel types, such as
anterior lens capsules [137], arterial bifurcations [138] and
cylindrical sections of artery from both large [127, 139]
and small animals [140]. Three-dimensional point tracking
is used to produce deformation fields across the surface of
the membrane, although this is limited to the region facing
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the camera system. Thus, constructing a full-body three-
dimensional strain field requires either a multi camera
set-up or rotation of the sample for 360° imaging. Other
studies have constructed vision systems capable of
panoramic imaging, allowing whole-body deformation
data to be collected from a single image [141–144]. Strain
is determined via calculating the deformation gradient in
the plane tangential to the surface. This can be
accomplished by assuming deformation is homogenous
and planar within the domains delimited by each triplet
of markers, or by meshing the geometry obtained from
DIC with triangular elements [142–145]. For a marker
triplet (A, B, C), the deformation of vectors xAB and xAC
along the x1- and x2-axes can be expressed by Equation
[12], such that the 2D deformation gradient can be
determined [142]:

x1AB x2AB
x1AC x2AC

	 

¼ F11 F12

F21 F22

	 

X1AB X2AB
X1AC X2AC

	 

(25)

The Green strain tensor can be calculated from Equation
[15].
Once the wall thickness distribution, applied loads (force

and pressure) and deformations have been measured, local
wall tensions and material constitutive parameters can be
determined for the sample via a numerical approach. A wide
variety of methods for this analysis have been reported in
the literature [146]. An inverse method based on successive
response surface methodology [147] was used to calculate
material parameters of an aortic porcine valve, while a
virtual fields method was utilised for the full-field data of a
roughly cylindrical arterial segment [148]. Genovese et al.
[143] used a pointwise elastostatic approach [149–151],
which had previously been applied to in vivo CT scans of
aneurysms, while Joldes et al. [152] developed a total
Lagrangian-based method for inverse deformation
problems.
As shown by Joldes et al. [153], the stress resultants will

depend only very weakly on material properties even in a
thick-walled pressure loaded vessel; therefore, stress
resultants can be computed simply if the deformed
geometry, loading and boundary conditions are known.
Given a deformed geometry, internal pressure and wall
thickness, finite element analysis can be conducted on the
deformed configuration with the material set as a very stiff
(i.e. E ≥10MPa) linear elastic material, such that further
deformation under loading conditions is negligible. Due to
this very weak dependence on material properties, the very
stiff material is chosen largely for convenience. While this
method does not predict the deformation of the sample, it
provides a rapid and robust method of assessing stress
resultants, which can be combined with deformation data
from optical methods.

Whole-body experimental-numerical methods, while
complex, are capable of analysing complex geometries
and anisotropic and heterogeneous material, providing
significant advantages over simplified experimental
approaches.

Membrane bulge
Similar to whole-body measurement systems, a membrane
bulge test collects three-dimensional geometrical data
through non-contacting methods. However, while the
whole-body measurement system preserves the native
geometry of the sample, membrane bulge testing mounts
the sample as a flat planar membrane clamped firmly into
the experimental system. While many other planar biaxial
tests are limited in their ability to test for ultimate tensile
strength due to the methods used to apply load – such as
hooks – resulting in tissue failure at or near the contact
points, membrane bulge tests utilise fluid or air pressure to
produce the load. This has the advantages of more closely
mimicking the in vivo loading conditions as well as allowing
the sample to rupture in a manner not dependent on the
method of clamping the sample. This method is thus ideal
for determining ultimate tensile strength data for the
sample, which is especially relevant in the case of
aneurysmal tissue. In a typical membrane bulge test, a
planar sample is mounted between two clamping plates
and the edges rendered airtight. The sample is then
pressurised from one side, forming a bulge in the sample
(see Figure 9). A camera system is used to collect position
data across the bulge over a range of pressures, and the
sample is usually pressurised until failure occurs. The
approach is the same as for whole-body measurement:
initial thickness and dimensions are taken, applied load
(pressure) and corresponding surface deformations (via
marker tracking or digital image correlation) measured.
Surface deformation gradients and strains are calculated as
for whole-body systems and stress evaluated via a numerical
method.

The earliest membrane bulge experiments on arterial
tissue were carried out by Mohan andMelvin [154] and were
used to test human aortic tissue. A single camera was used to
collect images of the sample, which was marked with
concentric rings, and changes in the diameter of these rings
were used to estimate strains over the bulge. Combined with
the thickness of the sample and pressure at rupture, an
ultimate stress general to the sample was obtained. Marra
et al. [155] utilised a similar method, analysing curvature at
the pole and estimating Cauchy stresses in the axial and
circumferential directions via the stress estimates provided
by Janz [156]. Other methods employ biplane camera
systems to provide three-dimensional data as with full-field
experiments, with Hsu et al. [157] demonstrating its use on
fusiform aneurysm tissue. More recent methods employ
numerical methods to analyse local stress resultants and
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material properties, such as a virtual fields method [145] and
a pointwise inverse approach [158, 159]. These analyses
have the advantage of easily allowing local stress resultants
to be estimated for the rupture point directly, due to the
simple planar nature of the specimen. Membrane bulge tests
allow for testing that more closely mimics physiologic
loading states, as well as being able to provide local stress
analysis at the sample’s failure point. However, this testing
method does not preserve the natural geometry of the
sample, which may limit its application in some cases.
Similar to planar biaxial testing, this method is limited to
samples large enough to be mounted and is thus unsuitable
for small animal models, small human arteries or when
tissue is scarce.

Time-dependent testing

Benchtop testing systems can also be adapted to incorporate
cell culture techniques in order to examine the long-term
effects of mechanical loading. It is well known that arteries
respond to changes in their mechanical environment in a
process known as arterial remodelling [136, 160–162], and
ex vivo systems can offer many advantages in characterising
this process. While many studies have examined the effects
of varying global mechanical parameters in vivo, such as by
inducing hypertension in animal models, ex vivo systems
can allow for precise control of the pertinent mechanical
factors. Additionally, where mechanical testing is
concerned, organ culture systems allow for multiple
mechanical tests to be conducted on the same sample,
whereas in vivo models require excision of the tissue for
rigorous testing. While ex vivo systems do have the drawback
of not being able to precisely replicate the in vivo
environment, this does have the effect of excluding
biomechanical changes caused due to hormonal responses

or nervous stimuli, isolating the impact of mechanical
loading.

Bioreactor studies
Organ culture systems allow for investigation into the
dynamic response of arteries to imposed loading conditions,
as well as preserving cells for molecular biology analysis. The
three major loading conditions involved in vascular
remodelling are transmural pressure, flow rate and axial
extension, corresponding to the circumferential stress, wall
shear stress and axial load in the sample, respectively. Thus,
an effective test system must be capable of independently
controlling all three factors. Early experiments involved
culturing artery segments in a custom rig, where wall
tension was applied via steel wires or by being cultured
around a needle [163, 164] before being subjected to
mechanical testing. As organ culturing techniques have
improved over time, the same systems used to simulate
in vivo loading conditions can be used for mechanical
testing of the tissue. Arterial vessels are cultured in much
the same set-up as cylindrical inflation tests and mechanical
testing conducted via the same procedures. This allows
mechanical tests to be applied to the same sample over the
entire timeframe of the test, providing data of its dynamic
response to altered loading conditions.

The more basic organ cultures are capable of controlling
transmural pressure and fluid flow by way of pumping fluid
into the vessel at a constant rate, incorporating the vessel
into a flow loop [163, 164]. Pressure is frequently controlled
by means of a reservoir and flow rate set by the pump, with
both remaining constant throughout the experiment.
Ideally, the flow rate and pressure waveform should mimic
in vivo behaviour as closely as possible and so more recent
systems utilise programmable pumps to generate cyclical
flow profiles. Whether the subject is animal or human, data

Figure 9: Schematic of membrane bulge test for a planar sample, in the (A) reference and (B) deformed configurations
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on heart rate, blood pressure and blood flow are all readily
available in the literature and can be incorporated into the
system design. Thus, organ culture systems can be used to
investigate the effects of varying transmural pressure [170–
173] axial loading [56, 57,128], and shear stress [58, 59] on
mechanical properties under conditions very similar to that
in vivo, using the same equipment as is being used to
produce this mechanical environment. Maintaining this
mechanical environment can also allow for investigation
into the effects of culturing vessels with different serum
factors [126, 174] or other biochemical variables, as well as
being useful for both growing and testing tissue-engineered
constructs [175]. Combined organ culture/mechanical
testing systems can play a significant role in increasing our
understanding of dynamic arterial remodelling, providing
valuable insight into the pathogenesis of common
cardiovascular diseases.

Concluding Remarks
As the accuracy and versatility of optical measuring systems
increases, it is becoming an increasingly common practice
to evaluate strain and stress locally for specimens via
techniques such as electronic speckle pattern interferometry
or digital image correlation. Even in simple tests, these
methods can provide information about local variances in
tissue properties and avoid error from utilising global
estimates of stress and strain.
While uniaxial testing, both of ring and flat strip

specimens, is unable to characterise biaxial or multiaxial
behaviour and thus provides less useful information, it can
provide a simple method for comparative studies of diseased
and healthy arterial tissue and is necessary in cases when
tissue is too scarce or samples too small to conduct other
mechanical testing.
Planar biaxial testing has the advantage of better simulating

in vivo loading conditions, but again is incapable of fully
characterising multiaxial behaviour. It can provide a better
estimate than uniaxial testing and either membrane bulge
testing or a tethered planar configuration has the advantage
of being suitable for tissue when whole vessels are
unobtainable. Inflation testing provides the best simulation
of in vivo geometry and loading conditions, and while early
studies dealt with samples by assuming idealised geometries
andhomogenousmaterial properties, the vast range of arterial
sampleswith irregular geometries or heterogeneous properties
due to active remodelling processes or pathological
conditions has led to the development of three-dimensional
whole-body imaging systems better equipped to deal with
such vessels. These full-field measurements allow for far
greater flexibility and provide a wealth of data, as well as
providing more reliable information.
While continuing advances made in the development of

inverse methods and emerging methods for determining

material properties in vivo [8] potentially allow constitutive
equations to be formulated without recourse to in vitro
testing, in vitro test regimes offer a significant advantage in
their ability to precisely control their mechanical
environment as well as allowing for testing until failure.
While the stress in many clinical scenarios can be accurately
simulated without dependency on material constitutive
properties [153], knowledge of material yield strength or
damage mechanism at high stresses is necessary, in particular
with abdominal aortic aneurysm rupture prediction [5] or
modelling arterial damage in balloon angioplasty [3] or
arterial clamping [2].

With the influence of mechanobiological processes
becoming better understood [176], in vitro mechanical
testing can provide a unique advantage in isolating the role
of mechanical loading on vascular remodelling processes
via the use of bioreactor systems combined with inflation
testing techniques. As experimental techniques turn
towards systems capable of full-field measurements of
complex geometries, there remains a need for developing
and improving the accuracy and robustness of these
measurement techniques. The analysis and characterisation
of heterogeneous, anisotropic and irregular samples can
produce and inform more accurate surgical simulations,
as well aiding in the risk prediction of pathological
conditions.
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